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Abstract:  
The main objective of this paper is to comprehensively study influences of the variation of 
the bottom profile inside the harbor on the transient harbor oscillations excited by 
normally-incident N-waves. The specific physical phenomena investigated consist of wave profile 
evolution, maximum runup, relative wave energy distribution and total wave energy inside the 
harbor. A series of numerical experiments are implemented using a fully nonlinear Boussinesq 
model, FUNWAVE-TVD. Results show that when the harbor is subjected to the leading-elevation 
N-waves (LEN waves), the evolution of the maximum free surface elevation during the wave 
shoaling process inside the harbor coincides well with Green’s law overall. When the incident 
wave amplitude is small, the maximum runup inside the harbor is almost only determined by the 
incident wave amplitude. As the incident wave amplitude increases, effects of the bottom profile 
on the maximum runup closely depend on both the incident wave type and amplitude. As the mean 
water depth inside the harbor decreases, the relative wave energy distribution tends to become 
more uniform, regardless of the incident wave amplitude and type. Finally, the variation trend of 
the total wave energy with the bottom profile is found to depend on the incident wave amplitude.      
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1. Introduction 
Harbor oscillations (also termed as harbor resonance) refer to the phenomenon that wave 
energy is trapped and amplified inside semi-enclosed water bodies, such as bays or harbors. It may 
be triggered by infragravity waves, atmospheric fluctuations, short wave groups, shear flow and 
tsunamis propagating into bays or harbors (Bellotti et al., 2012; De Jong and Battjes, 2004; Dong 
et al., 2010a, b; Fabrikant, 1995; Gao et al., 2018b; Gao et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2003; Okihiro and 
Guza, 1996; Wang et al., 2011). Via generating excessive movements of vessels moored inside the 
harbor, oscillations may interfere with dock operations and create overlarge mooring forces that 
may break mooring lines (Kumar et al., 2016; López and Iglesias, 2014). Recent progress on the 
modeling and understanding of this phenomenon has been reviewed in Rabinovich (2009). 
Among various inducing factors, the transient harbor resonance induced by tsunamis usually 
has destructive effects. Tsunamis may be triggered by offshore landslides, submarine earthquakes, 
undersea volcanic eruptions, or other kinds of disturbances, such as onshore landslides falling into 
water or meteors falling into the open sea, etc. As tsunamis reach the nearshore zone, due to the 
continuously decreasing water depth and the durative focus of the wave energy, their wave heights 
are often remarkably enlarged (Zhao et al., 2012). Take the Indian Ocean tsunami triggered by the 
Sumatra earthquake on 26 December, 2004, for example. It propagated for about two hours to 
Colombo harbor of Sri Lanka, exciting extreme oscillations with a resonant period of about 75 
min and a maximum wave height of 3.87 m; it also propagated for about fourteen hours to 
Bunbury harbor of Australia, triggering oscillations with a maximum wave height of 1.75 m 
(Pattiaratchi and Wijeratne, 2009). Therefore, to reduce the interference with the normal harbor 
operation and minimize the possible destructive effects, a further research effort is essential to 
improve current understanding for this kind of harbor oscillations and thus enhance our predictive 
capability.  
Because some features in the tsunami events (such as the stable hump-like waveforms after a 
long distance of propagation) can be well simulated by solitary waves, lots of experimental, 
numerical and theoretical investigations on solitary waves have been associated to tsunamis for 
decades (e.g., Camfield and Street (1969); Goring (1978); Hsiao et al. (2008); Liu et al. (1995); Lo 
et al. (2013); Seiffert et al. (2014); Synolakis (1987); Yao et al. (2018a); Yao et al. (2018b)). 
However, several field observations found that the leading tsunami wave was usually preceded by 
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a depression. According to these field observations and in order to gain better geophysical 
relevancy, the concept of N-waves was first proposed by Tadepalli and Synolakis (1994). 
Subsequently, owing to increasing evidences from field observations, it has been generally 
believed that the leading tsunami wave approaches nearshore zones like either leading-depression 
N-waves (LDN waves) or leading-elevation N-waves (LEN waves). Recently, based on the 
viewpoint that the time and the length scales of real tsunamis are considerably dissimilar or 
inconsistent with those of solitary waves, whether main features of real tsunamis in tsunami events 
could be fully represented by the classical solitary wave theory was also doubted by Madsen and 
Schäffer (2010). Tadepalli and Synolakis (1994) and Madsen and Schäffer (2010) proposed 
different expressions to describe N-wave profiles. 
Hitherto, studies on the transient harbor resonance induced by tsunamis are mainly confined 
to utilizing solitary waves to represent real tsunamis (e. g., Dong et al. (2010a); Gao et al. (2016a); 
Gao et al. (2018a); Gao et al. (2016b)). In addition, the coastal influences related to N-waves are 
only limited to estimating their runup and rundown on plane beaches (e. g., Charvet et al. (2013); 
Madsen and Schäffer (2010); Tadepalli and Synolakis (1994); Zhao et al. (2012)). As far as the 
authors know, investigations of the transient harbor oscillations triggered by N-waves are 
extremely rare so far. Gao et al. (2017) introduced N-waves for the first time to the studies of the 
transient harbor resonance excited by tsunamis, and the influences of both the amplitude and the 
type of the incident N-waves on the relative wave energy distribution and the maximum 
runup/rundown of the incident waves inside the harbor were discussed. Except Gao et al. (2017), 
the authors have not yet seen more studies on the harbor resonance excited by N-waves.  
To further enhance the understanding about tsunami-induced oscillations, this paper adopts 
N-waves to explore related transient resonance phenomena as well. The focus of this article is to 
comprehensively investigate influences of the bottom profile inside the harbor on the wave profile 
evolution, the maximum runup, the relative wave energy distribution and the total wave energy 
during the transient harbor resonance excited by normally-incident N-waves with various 
amplitudes. It should be stressed that it is critical to accurately predict and systematically 
investigate the wave profile evolution, the maximum runup, the relative wave energy distribution 
and the total wave energy inside the harbor during the transient oscillations excited by tsunamis. 
The wave profile evolution and the maximum runup inside the harbor are closely related to the 
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tsunami-induced inundation near the port zone (Gao et al., 2017; Gao et al., 2016a), and important 
hydrodynamic information can be provided by the relative wave energy distribution and the total 
wave energy for estimating the movements of the moored ships inside the harbor (Kumar et al., 
2016; López and Iglesias, 2014). 
Compared to Gao et al. (2017) that has investigated the transient harbor resonance induced 
by N-waves, there are mainly three research developments in this article. First, in Gao et al. (2017), 
only flat bottom inside the harbor was adopted. In fact, the bottom inside real harbors is usually 
uneven on most occasions (Kumar and Gulshan, 2018; Wang et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014). 
Hence, in the present study, complex bathymetries inside the harbor are further considered. 
Second, in Gao et al. (2017), the amplitudes of the incident N-waves were relatively small and the 
wave fields inside the harbor were only limited to weakly nonlinear wave conditions; while in this 
article, the wave condition inside the harbor is extended to strong wave nonlinearity. Third, studies 
on the wave profile evolution and the total wave energy inside the harbor excited by the incident 
N-waves are taken into consideration for the first time in the present work. All numerical 
experiments in this paper are carried out by utilizing the fully nonlinear Boussinesq model 
proposed by Shi et al. (2012). For simplification, the harbor is assumed to be long and narrow; the 
free surface movement inside the harbor then essentially becomes one-dimensional.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the numerical model and the data 
analysis technique are described. The former will be validated by an analytical solution and 
physical experimental data. In Section 3, the incident wave parameters and the setup of the 
numerical wave tank are presented. In Section 4, the simulation results are analyzed and explained 
in detail. Main conclusions based on these results are given in Section 5.  
 
2. Numerical model and data analysis technique 
2.1. Numerical model  
2.1.1. Model description 
All numerical simulations in this article are implemented by utilizing the well-known and 
widely-used FUNWAVE-TVD model. The model was proposed and developed at Center for 
Applied Coastal Research of University of Delaware by Shi et al. (2012). The fully nonlinear 
Boussinesq equations of Chen (2006) are chosen as the governing equations which further 
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incorporate a moving reference level as in Kennedy et al. (2001) and are solved by adopting a 
hybrid finite difference - finite volume scheme. The governing equations are re-organized to easily 
implement a high-order shock-capturing TVD (Total Variation Diminishing)-type scheme, which 
allows the model to simulate wave breaking without relying on empirical formulas (Ma et al., 
2012; Shi et al., 2012). A third-order strong stability-preserving Runge–Kutta scheme is used for 
adaptive time stepping. The model is parallelized adopting the Message Passing Interface with 
non-blocking communication.  
With the above-mentioned improvements, FUNWAVE-TVD has become more powerful in 
estimating wave hydrodynamic processes in the offshore and nearshore zones, including wave 
diffraction, shoaling, refraction, breaking as well as wave runup/rundown on the plane and natural 
beaches (Shi et al., 2012; Su et al., 2015). To examine the ability of the model to simulate the 
transient harbor resonance triggered by tsunamis, the present numerical model was adopted by 
Gao et al. (2017) to reproduce the laboratorial and numerical experiments of Dong et al. (2010a). 
The maximum runups inside the harbor predicted by FUNWAVE-TVD were compared with the 
numerical and experimental data of Dong et al. (2010a), and fairly good coincidence between 
them was found, which indicates that the present model can reproduce the transient harbor 
resonance induced by tsunamis accurately. 
 
2.1.2. Model verification 
Although Gao et al. (2017) has examined the capacity of the present model to predict the 
maximum runups of the incident tsunamis inside the harbor. However, the incident tsunami wave 
heights considered in Gao et al. (2017) were relatively small and the wave climates inside the 
harbor were restricted to weakly nonlinear wave conditions. While in this paper, the wave 
condition inside the harbor is extended to strong wave nonlinearity. Hence, it is essential to further 
verify the capability of the present model to estimate the maximum runups of tsunami waves on a 
vertical wall under condition of strong wave nonlinearity.  
The runup of solitary waves on a fully reflective vertical wall is a classical wave-structure 
interaction problem. The maximum runup of solitary waves with various amplitudes on the 
vertical wall, Au, was studied experimentally by Camfield and Street (1969). Subsequently, based 
on the nonlinear superposition of oppositely travelling solitary waves, a second-order theoretical 
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solution of the maximum runup, expressed as 
2
u 0 012
2
A A A
h h h
 
   
 
, was deduced by Byatt-Smith 
(1971). A0 and h denote the incident wave amplitude and the water depth, respectively. In the 
current verification, a series of simulations are carried out for solitary waves with various 
amplitudes. The water depth, h, is set to a constant, 1.0 m. In order to assure that the incident 
solitary waves of all amplitudes travel freely over a long enough distance before impacting on the 
vertical wall, the computational domain is set to have a length of 100 m. The origin of the 
Cartesian coordinate system (o, x, z) is placed at the still water level with z measured upward, and 
x=0 is defined at the left boundary of the domain with its positive direction pointing to the right 
boundary (i.e., at x=100 m) where the vertical wall hit by the incident solitary wave is deployed.  
The theoretical expression of the incident solitary wave can be formulated as follows 
(Madsen et al., 2008):  
    20 0, sech ,x t A k x x ct        (1) 
where 0
3
3
4
A
k
h
  and  0c g h A  . x0 is the center position of the initial incident solitary 
wave, and g is the acceleration due to the gravity. Therefore, the initial incident solitary wave used 
in the numerical model is expressed as 
    20 0, 0 sech ,x t A k x x        (2) 
and the initial water particle velocity takes a linear relationship with the initial incident free 
surface elevation, i.e.,  
    , 0 , 0 .
g
u x t x t
h
     (3) 
The center position of the initial incident solitary wave is always placed at the middle of the 
computational domain (i.e., x0=50 m). Two wave gauges are deployed inside the domain. One is 
arranged at x=75 m for measuring the incident wave and the other is placed at the vertical wall for 
recording the maximum runup. A uniform grid size of ∆x=0.05 m is adopted for all the simulations. 
Each case is terminated after the incident wave hits and reflects from the wall at x=100 m.  
Fig. 1 compares the time series of the simulated and theoretical incident solitary waves with 
A0=0.025 m. It is clear that the solitary wave produced in the numerical model coincides fairly 
well with the theoretical formula. Fig. 2 further compares the simulated maximum runups with the 
second-order theoretical solution of Byatt-Smith (1971) and the experimental data of Camfield and 
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Street (1969). It is obvious that, overall, the present predicting results show good coincidence with 
both the theoretical solution and the experimental data at the range of the wave nonlinearity 
considered here (i.e., Au/h<0.75).  
 
 
Fig. 1. Comparison of the time series of the simulated and the theoretical incident solitary waves 
with A0=0.025 m  
 
 
Fig. 2. The maximum runups of solitary waves on the vertical wall 
 
2.2. Data analysis technique  
As mentioned in Section 1, the wave profile evolution, the maximum runup of the incident 
N-waves, the relative wave energy distribution and the total wave energy inside the harbor are 
considered in the present study. Both the wave profile evolution and the maximum runup of the 
incident N-waves can be investigated via directly reading the maximum/minimum free surface 
elevations which are measured by a set of wave gauges deployed inside the harbor. However, to 
analyze the wave energy distribution and the total wave energy inside the harbor during the 
transient harbor oscillations triggered by N-waves, a specialized data analysis technique (i.e., the 
normal mode decomposition method), is necessary to be adopted.  
In order to predict the natural frequencies, the modal shapes and the response amplitudes of 
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various resonant modes inside natural bays or harbors which are exposed to tsunamis, the normal 
mode decomposition (NMD) method was originally proposed by Sobey (2006). Afterwards, the 
original NMD method was improved by Gao et al. (2015) to more accurately estimate the natural 
frequencies and the modal shapes. The method includes two computational steps. The first step 
estimates the discrete set of natural frequencies fn and the associated modal shapes Xn of bays or 
harbors based on a spatially varied Sturm-Liouville equation which is expressed as  
 
21
0
d dX
S X
b dx dx g
 
  
 
   (4) 
for an elongated one-dimensional harbor. The second step involves the computation of the 
response amplitudes at various resonant modes, which are expressed and solved as a 
multi-dimensional optimization problem. For the elongated harbor, the response amplitudes are 
calculated using the following fitting equation 
      1 2, cos sinn n n n n
n
x t a t a t x    X ,  (5) 
where 
n n2 f   is the resonant angular frequency. The response amplitudes a1n, a2n would then 
be available as an optimization problem. The suitable objective function to be minimized would 
be  
      
2
1 2 1 2
1
, cos sin ,
M
n n ik n n k n n k n i
ik n
S a a a t a t x  

 
   
 
  X  (6) 
where M denotes the number of modes of which the response amplitudes should be decomposed. 
The eigenmode amplitudes of different resonant modes are defined as  
 
1/2
2 2
1 2 .n n nA a a      (7) 
In this step, the resonant angular frequency 
n  and the modal shapes Xn predicted in the first 
step are utilized as known variables.  
Recently, based on the improved NMD method, Gao et al. (2017; 2016a; 2018a) 
comprehensively investigated the wave energy distribution over different resonant modes during 
the transient harbor resonance triggered by various types of tsunamis including solitary waves, 
successive solitary waves and N-waves. For the detailed theory of this data analysis technique, the 
interested reader is referred to Gao et al. (2015) and Sobey (2006).  
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3. Numerical setups 
3.1. Incident wave parameters 
In this article, the N-wave profiles proposed by Madsen and Schäffer (2010) are adopted as 
the incident tsunamis propagating from the open sea. In their paper, through superposing two 
single waves, the N-wave profiles were established. According to whether the trough and the crest 
of the N-wave have equal amplitude, it can be classified as the generalized and the isosceles 
N-waves, and both classifications include leading-depression N-waves (LDN waves) and 
leading-elevation N-waves (LEN waves). In current study, only the isosceles LDN and LEN 
waves are taken into consideration. In Madsen and Schäffer (2010), the superposition of the 
positive and the negative solitary waves was considered, and hence the isosceles N-wave took the 
form as follows:  
    2 2 11 1 0 1 0 1 3
3
( , 0) sech sech , .
4 4 4
A
x t A k x x k x x k
h
 

    
            
    
  (8) 
The plus and minus signs in this expression respectively correspond to the LEN and LDN waves. 
It is emphasized here that A1 is not the amplitude of the N-wave formulated in Eq. (8). Identical to 
Eq. (2), if the symbol A0 is utilized to represent the amplitude of the N-wave, Madsen and Schäffer 
(2010) also pointed out the following quantitative relationship:  
 
1 01.165 .A A   (9) 
 
Table 1. Wave parameters of the initial incident N-waves and the geometric parameters of the 
harbors adopted in all the numerical experiments 
Group Initial waveform A0 (m) Topography Geometrical parameters 
A 
LEN 
0.01, 0.05, 
0.10, 0.15, 
0.20, 0.25, 
0.30 
arc-tangent-type  
h1=12 m, h0=3 m, α=6.4 m, h =10.08 m 
B h1=12 m, h0=3 m, α=8.0 m, h =8.78 m 
C constant slope h1=12 m, h0=3 m, h =7.50 m 
D 
hyperbolic-cosine-type 
h1=12 m, h0=3 m, κ=0.1, h =6.33 m 
E h1=12 m, h0=3 m, κ=30.0, h =5.23 m 
F 
LDN 
0.01, 0.05, 
0.10, 0.15, 
0.20, 0.25, 
0.30 
arc-tangent-type  
h1=12 m, h0=3 m, α=6.4 m, h =10.08 m 
G h1=12 m, h0=3 m, α=8.0 m, h =8.78 m 
H constant slope h1=12 m, h0=3 m, h =7.50 m 
I 
hyperbolic-cosine-type 
h1=12 m, h0=3 m, κ=0.1, h =6.33 m 
J h1=12 m, h0=3 m, κ=30.0, h =5.23 m 
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For all numerical experiments, a constant water depth outside the harbor of h1=12.0 m is 
utilized. Under this circumstance, the wave parameters for all the simulations are presented in 
Table 1. This article consists of ten groups of numerical simulations, i.e., Groups A-J. Each group 
includes seven cases with various initial wave amplitudes ranging between 0.01 m and 0.30 m to 
comprehensively study the influence of the wave amplitude on transient harbor oscillations. In 
Groups A-E, the isosceles LEN waves are utilized as the initial incident waves; while in Groups 
F-J, the isosceles LDN waves are adopted. The aim of considering Groups F-J in this paper is to 
reveal the similarities and differences between the transient harbor resonance phenomena induced 
by LDN waves and LEN waves. 
Fig. 3 presents the comparison of the waveforms for these two types of initial incident 
N-waves with A0=0.01 m and 0.30 m. The circle in this figure represents the wavefront of the 
corresponding waveform, which is defined as the position where the free surface elevation is equal 
to 0.05  times the incident wave amplitude A0. In this article, the wavelength of the N-wave, L0, 
is defined as twice the distance between x0 and the wavefront. As anticipated, for the LDN and 
LEN waves with the same amplitude, their waveforms are identical except for antiphase. It is also 
clearly seen that the wavelength of the N-waves with A0=0.01 m is much larger than that with 
A0=0.30 m. The wavelengths for all the incident N-waves with various amplitudes considered in 
this paper are further presented in Table 2. It is shown that as the wave amplitude A0 increases 
from 0.01 m to 0.3 m, the wavelength of the incident N-wave decreases gradually from 2685.0 m 
to 490.2 m, which is due to the fact that Eq. (8) retains the constrained relationship between the 
spatial and temporal scales of the wave identical to the classical solitary wave theory.    
 
 
Fig. 3. Waveforms of the initial incident LEN and LDN waves with A0=0.01 m and 0.30 m. The 
circle refers to the wavefront of the corresponding waveform. 
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Table 2. Wavelengths of the incident N-waves with various wave amplitudes  
A0 (m) 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 
Wavelength (m) 2685.0 1200.8 849.0 693.4 600.4 537.0 490.2 
 
3.2. Numerical wave tank 
Fig. 4 illustrates the numerical wave tank (NWT) utilized in the numerical simulations. The 
dimensions of the NWT are 5500 m × 120 m, and all the boundaries are set to be fully reflective. 
The harbor has a length of L=1500 m and a width of 2b=30 m. 151 wave gauges (G01–G151) are 
equidistantly arranged along the center line of the harbor with a spacing 10.0 m. Gauges G01 and 
G151 are placed at the entrance and the backwall of the harbor, respectively. To reduce the 
computational cost, only half of the domain (i.e., 0y  ) is utilized for simulations because of the 
geometrical symmetry. The grid sizes of Δx and Δy are uniform in 1.0 m over the entire NWT. 
Total numbers of the rectangular elements and the grid nodes are 330,000 and 335,561, 
respectively. For all cases, the wavefront of the initial incident wave is set at the harbor entrance 
(i.e., x0= −L0/2) as an initial condition, and the total simulation time is set to 600 s. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Schematic plan view of the numerical wave tank (NWT) adopted in numerical simulations. 
Only half of the NWT (i.e., 0y  ) is utilized as the computational domain for simulations due to 
its geometrical symmetry with respect to the x-axis.  
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harbor resonance excited by solitary waves, three types of topographies, i.e., an arc-tangent-type 
bottom, a plane slope bottom and a hyperbolic-cosine-type bottom, were considered in Gao et al. 
(2016a). Similarly, these three types of topographies are also utilized in this article to further 
investigate influences of different topographies inside the harbor on the harbor resonance triggered 
by N-waves.  
The still water depth inside the harbor, hI(x), is formulated as  
 
 
 
0
I
1
0
arc-tangent-type bottom
constant slope bottom
hyperbolic-c
atan
( )
co osine-type bottomsh
h L x
h x h x
h L x
 


    

 

   
 ,  (10) 
in which h0 and h1 refer to the local water depth at the backwall (i.e., at x=1500 m) and the water 
depth outside the harbor, respectively, and they are set to 3.0 m and 12.0 m in all simulations. The 
variables α, β, γ, κ and μ in the above equation are different geometric parameters controlling 
bottom profiles, and abide by the following constraint relationships:  
 1 0
1
tan ,
h h
L


 
  
 
  (11) 
 1 0
h h
L


 ,  (12) 
and 
 
1/
1
0
1
= acosh .
h
L h


  
  
   
  (13) 
Table 1 also lists the type of bottom profile inside the harbor utilized in each group and the 
corresponding geometric parameter values. h  in this table refers to the mean water depth inside 
the harbor, which is calculated as  
 I
0
1
( ) .
L
h h x dx
b
    (14) 
Fig. 5 presents the comparison of various bottom profiles inside harbors for all groups. The 
harbor used in Groups A and F has an arc-tangent-type bottom, and the mean water depths inside 
the harbor is 10.08 m. Similarly, the harbor in Groups B and G also has the arc-tangent-type 
topography. However, because of a larger value of α, the mean water depth inside the harbor drops 
to 8.78 m. The harbor in Groups D and I has a hyperbolic-cosine-type bottom, and the mean water 
depth inside the harbor is 6.33 m. Owing to the increase of κ, although the harbor in Groups E and 
J also has the hyperbolic-cosine-type topography, the mean water depth decreases to 5.23 m. The 
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harbor in Groups C and H has a constant slope bottom, and the mean water depth is 7.50 m, which 
falls in between those of Groups B/G and D/I.  
 
 
Fig. 5. Various bottom profiles inside the harbor for Groups A-J 
 
4. Results and discussion 
4.1. Wave profile evolution inside the harbor 
In this section, the wave profile evolution inside the harbor is systematically investigated. 
Specifically speaking, the variations of the maximum free surface elevations as the incident 
N-waves propagate from the harbor entrance to the backwall of the harbor are mainly concerned 
here because they are closely associated with the tsunami-induced inundation near the port zone. It 
should be noted that for the incident N-waves with A0=0.01 m and 0.05 m, their wavelengths are 
extremely long, and equal 1.79 and 0.80 times the length of the harbor, respectively (see Table 2). 
Under this circumstance, the reflected wave profiles from the backwall will contaminate the 
incident wave profiles in most area of the harbor, which makes it difficult to distinguish the 
incident wave profile from the contaminated wave profiles. Hence, all the cases with A0=0.01 m 
and 0.05 m are not taken into consideration in this section.  
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Fig. 6. Time series of the free surface elevations at different wave gauges for the two cases in (a) 
Group A with A0=0.1 m and (b) Group F with A0=0.1 m. max
i  in the figure refers to the 
maximum free surface elevation at the ith wave gauge.  
 
Fig. 6 presents the time series of the free surface elevations at different wave gauges for the 
two cases in Groups A and F with A0=0.1 m. The symbol max
i  in this figure refers to the 
maximum free surface elevation at the ith wave gauge. These two cases have the identical bottom 
profile inside the harbor but different types of the incident N-waves (refer to Table 1). For the case 
shown in Fig. 6a, the harbor is subjected to the incident LEN wave with A0=0.1 m. The maximum 
wave elevations at gauges G02, G51, G101 and G151 are shown to gradually increase as the incident 
N-wave propagates from the harbor entrance to the backwall because of the continuously 
decreasing local water depth. For the case shown in Fig. 6b, the harbor is exposed to the incident 
LDN wave with A0=0.1 m. Due to the same reason, the maximum wave elevations at gauges G02, 
G51, G101 and G151 are also presented to gradually increase. Through comparing Fig. 6a and b, we 
can also find that the maximum free surface elevations at all the four wave gauges excited by the 
LDN wave are always larger than the corresponding ones induced by the LEN wave, especially at 
gauge G151 (i.e., at the backwall of the harbor). At gauge G151, the maximum runup over the 
backwall of the harbor subjected to the LEN wave with A0=0.1 m is 0.3979 m, while when the 
harbor is exposed to the LDN wave with the same amplitude, the maximum runup over the 
backwall increases up to 0.5109 m, being 28.4% larger than the former.  
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To further present a complete variation tendency of the maximum free surface elevation as 
the incident N-wave travels from the harbor entrance to the backwall, Fig. 7 demonstrates the 
evolutions of the maximum free surface elevations inside the harbor for Group A under the 
conditions of A0=0.10 m–0.30 m. Among the ten groups of simulations considered in this paper, 
the harbor used in Group A has the largest mean water depth, i.e. h =10.08 m. For all these cases 
in Group A, owing to the gradually decreasing local water depth, as expected, the amplitude of the 
incident wave gradually increases as it propagates to the backwall. Based on the law of wave 
energy conservation and the linear long wave theory, if the energy due to the wave reflection is 
neglected, the amplitude evolution of the linear long wave traveling over a mild slope can be 
estimated theoretically by   
 
1 4
R
R
,
hA
A h
 
  
 
  (15) 
where AR and hR respectively denote the incident wave amplitude and the local water depth at a 
certain reference position. This 1/4 power dependence is usually referred to as Green’s law (Mei, 
1983). The maximum free surface evolution of the incident N-wave estimated by Eq. (15) is also 
presented in Fig. 7. Considering the boundary influence of the harbor entrance at gauge G01, gauge 
G02 is selected as the reference position during the calculation of Green’s law. It is clearly seen 
that for all the five incident wave amplitudes considered, the estimations of Green’s law coincide 
very well with the simulation results in the whole domain overall, except at the small area where 
the incident and the reflected waves interact with each other near the backwall.   
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Fig. 7. Evolutions of the maximum free surface elevations inside the harbor for Group A under the 
conditions of various incident wave amplitudes. 
 
Fig. 8 presents the evolutions of the maximum free surface elevations inside the harbor for 
Group E under the conditions of A0=0.10 m–0.30 m. Among the ten groups of simulations 
considered in this paper, the harbor utilized in Group E has the smallest mean water depth, i.e. h
=5.23 m. When the incident wave amplitude is small (i.e., A0=0.1 m), it is also seen that in general, 
there exists a good coincidence between the prediction of Green’s law and the simulation results in 
the whole domain, except at the small area near the backwall (i.e., 1420 m <x ≤ 1500 m). As the 
incident wave amplitude increases, although Green’s law can still predict the evolution of the 
maximum free surface elevation very well in most of the harbor domain, the area where Green’s 
law obviously underestimates the maximum free surface elevations becomes more and more 
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expanded. When the incident wave amplitude rises up to A0=0.30 m, the invalid spatial range of 
Green’s law extends to 800 m <x ≤ 1500 m. Hence, by comparing the phenomena in Figs. 7 and 8, 
it can be concluded that when the harbor is subjected to the incident LEN waves and the mean 
water depth inside is relatively large, at the range of the incident wave amplitude considered (i.e., 
0.1 m ≤A0 ≤ 0.3 m), Green’s law can predict very well the evolution of the maximum free surface 
elevation in the whole domain overall, except at the small area near the backwall. On the contrary, 
when the harbor is suffered from the incident LEN waves but the mean water depth inside is 
relatively small, the applicability of Green’s law becomes closely related to the incident wave 
amplitude; the larger the incident wave amplitude is, the smaller the valid spatial range of Green’s 
law becomes.  
 
Fig. 8. Evolutions of the maximum free surface elevations inside the harbor for Group E under the 
conditions of various incident wave amplitudes. 
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Fig. 9. Evolutions of the maximum free surface elevations inside the harbor for Group F under the 
conditions of various incident wave amplitudes.  
 
  Fig. 9 further shows the evolutions of the maximum free surface elevations inside the 
harbor for Group F under the conditions of A0=0.10 m–0.30 m. As mentioned in Section 3, the 
bottom profile inside the harbor used in Group F is identical to that in Group A, but the incident 
wave adopted in Group F becomes the LDN wave. It is seen that only when the incident LDN 
wave has the smallest amplitude (i.e., A0=0.10 m) (Fig. 9a), Green’s law can well predict the 
evolution of the maximum free surface elevation almost in the entire harbor domain except at the 
small area where the incident and the reflected waves interact with each other near the backwall. 
For the larger incident wave amplitude (i.e., A0≥0.15 m) (Fig. 9b-e), Green’s law remarkably 
underestimates the numerical predictions almost in the entire harbor domain except that there is a 
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small spatial region near the backwall where Green’s law overestimates the numerical prediction 
when A0=0.15 m. It should be noted that for both A0=0.10 m and 0.15 m (Fig. 9a and b), there is an 
obvious decreasing trend of the maximum free surface elevation near the backwall. This is 
because the reflected leading trough free surface from the backwall interacts with the subsequent 
incident crest free surface, and the former has similar wave profile with the latter but has an 
opposite phase. For the harbors with other topographies, the phenomena shown in Fig. 9 can also 
be clearly observed. Given the limited space of the paper, the evolutions of the maximum free 
surface elevations inside the harbors with other topographies exposed to the LDN waves are not 
presented here. 
 
4.2. Maximum runup inside the harbor 
 
 
Fig. 10. The normalized maximum runups inside the harbor, Au/h0, in all numerical experiments 
 
Fig. 10 presents the normalized maximum runups inside the harbor, Au/h0, in all numerical 
experiments. As expected, for all groups, the maximum runups inside the harbor increase 
monotonously with the increase of the incident wave amplitude A0. It is also seen that when the 
incident wave amplitude is small (i.e., A0 ≤ 0.05 m), the maximum runup inside the harbor is 
almost only determined by the incident wave amplitude, and the influences of both the incident 
N-wave type and the bottom profile inside the harbor seem to be negligible. However, as the 
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incident wave amplitude further increases (i.e., 0.05 m < A0 ≤ 0.3 m), the variation curve of the 
maximum runup becomes closely related to both the incident wave type and the bottom profile 
inside the harbor. For the effects of the N-wave type, it is clear that for each bottom profile, the 
maximum runups excited by the LDN wave are in general remarkably larger than those induced 
by the LEN wave. As for the influences of the bottom profile inside the harbor, they will be 
elaborated below.  
The phenomena shown in Fig. 10 can be qualitatively explained as follows. Based on the 
investigations of Zhao et al. (2010) and Zhao (2011) on the propagation properties of the N-waves 
in the sea of various water depths, it was found that when the wave amplitude of the incident 
N-waves is extremely small compared with the water depth, the wave profiles of the LEN and 
LDN waves can keep the same as the initial waveforms during the propagation. This reasonably 
explains why the maximum runup inside the harbor is insensitive to the incident N-wave type 
when A0 ≤ 0.05 m. As for the insensitivity of the maximum runup to the bottom profile under 
condition of A0 ≤ 0.05 m, it can probably be attributed to the equilibrium between the shoaling 
effect and the reflection effect over the uneven topographies. The shoaling effect of the incident 
N-waves over various bottom profiles tends to intensify the maximum runup inside the harbor; the 
smaller the mean water depth is, the more obvious the intensification effect is. On the other hand, 
due to the existence of various bottom profiles, there exists the energy reflection of the incident 
N-waves as they propagate over the bottom inside the harbor, which can weaken the maximum 
runup of the incident waves inside the harbor. Based on the results that will be shown in Section 
4.3.3, when A0 ≤ 0.05 m, the reflected wave energy gradually increases with the decrease of the 
mean water depth overall, which means that the smaller mean water depth tends to cause the 
smaller maximum runup inside the harbor.  
Zhao et al. (2010) and Zhao (2011) also found that for the incident N-waves with larger 
relative amplitude, their wave profiles during the propagation cannot keep the same as the initial 
waveform anymore because of the dispersive effect, and the larger relative amplitude leads to a 
faster and greater wave deformation. In addition, for the LEN and LDN waves, their waveform 
evolutions during the propagation present different characteristics (Zhao, 2011; Zhao et al., 2010). 
The faster and greater wave deformation and the different waveform evolution characteristics of 
the LEN and LDN waves lead to the dependence of the maximum runup on both the incident 
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wave height and the bottom profile inside the harbor when A0 > 0.05 m. In fact, the different 
waveform evolution characteristics of the LEN and LDN waves also reasonably account for the 
different evolution features for the maximum free surface elevations of the incident LEN and LDN 
waves shown in Figs. 8 and 9.   
 
 
Fig. 11. Variations of the normalized maximum runups, Au/h0, with respect to the mean water 
depth inside the harbor, h , excited by (a) the incident LEN waves and (b) the incident LDN 
waves.  
 
To better present the influences of the bottom profile inside the harbor on the maximum 
runup, Fig. 11 illustrates the variations of the normalized maximum runups, Au/h0, with respect to 
the mean water depth inside the harbor, h , excited by the incident LEN and LDN waves. 
Identical to the phenomenon in Fig. 10, when A0 ≤ 0.05 m, the bottom profile inside the harbor has 
almost no significant impact on the maximum runup. However, when the incident wave amplitude 
becomes larger, the influences of the bottom profile inside the harbor on the maximum runup 
closely depend on both the incident wave type and the incident wave amplitude. For the incident 
LEN waves (Fig. 11a), when 0.10 m ≤ A0 ≤ 0.20 m, the maximum runups increase gradually with 
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the decrease of the mean water depth inside the harbor, h . As the incident wave amplitude further 
increases (i.e., 0.25 m ≤ A0 ≤ 0.30 m), at the range of 6.33 m ≤ h ≤ 10.08 m, the maximum runups 
inside the harbor are still shown to increase monotonously with the decrease of h . However, as 
h  further decreases, the maximum runups inside the harbor begin to decline. For the incident 
LDN waves (Fig. 11b), when 0.10 m ≤ A0 ≤ 0.25 m, the maximum runups inside the harbor are 
also shown to increase first and then decrease with the decrease of h . In addition, as the incident 
wave amplitude increases, the range of the mean water depth at which the maximum runup 
decreases with the decrease of h  becomes larger and larger. As the incident LDN wave increases 
to the largest wave amplitude (i.e., A0=0.30 m), the maximum runup inside the harbor completely 
presents a monotone decrease with the decrease of h .  
 
 
Fig. 12. Time series of the free surface elevations at gauge G151 for different bottom profiles inside 
the harbor excited by the LEN waves with (a) A0=0.15 m and (b) A0=0.30 m. The leading crests 
and the secondary crests of the free surface elevations are marked out by the horizontal and the 
vertical arrows, respectively.  
 
To further explain why the changing trends of the maximum runup inside the harbor with 
respect to h  are different at the ranges of 0.10 m ≤ A0 ≤ 0.20 m and 0.25 m ≤ A0 ≤ 0.30 m shown 
in Fig. 11a, the time series of the free surface elevations at gauge G151 for different bottom profiles 
inside the harbor excited by the LEN waves with A0=0.15 m and 0.30 m are demonstrated in Fig. 
12. When A0=0.15 m (Fig. 12a), it is seen that the shallower mean water depth inside the harbor 
leads to larger maximum runup over the backwall of the harbor. It coincides with the general rule 
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of the wave shoaling in the nearshore areas that the wave amplitude/height of the incident waves 
becomes gradually larger as they propagate from the deeper to the shallower water (Mei, 1983). 
Although there exists a secondary crest for the smallest mean water depth (i.e., h =5.23 m), which 
can weaken the energy possessed by the leading crest and hence decrease the maximum runup to 
some extent, the maximum runup for h =5.23 m is still larger than those for h =6.33 m and 7.50 
m. While when A0=0.30 m (Fig. 12b), all the three time series of the free surface elevations at 
gauge G151 possess both the leading and the secondary crests; the smaller the mean water depth is, 
the more obvious the secondary crest becomes. The maximum runup inside the harbor is jointly 
determined by the wave shoaling and the secondary crest. When h  decreases from 7.50 m to 
6.33 m, the incremental effect of the wave shoaling is stronger than the attenuation effect of the 
secondary crest. Hence, the maximum runup inside the harbor shows an increase with the decrease 
of h . However, when h  decreases further from 6.33 m to 5.23 m, the incremental effect of the 
wave shoaling becomes weaker than the attenuation effect of the secondary crest. Therefore, the 
maximum runup inside the harbor shows a decrease with the decrease of h .         
 
 
Fig. 13. Time series of the free surface elevations at gauge G151 for different bottom profiles inside 
the harbor excited by the LDN waves with (a) A0=0.15 m and (b) A0=0.30 m. The leading crests 
and the secondary crests of the free surface elevations are marked out by the horizontal and the 
vertical arrows, respectively.  
 
Similarly, to further explain why the tendency of the maximum runup inside the harbor with 
respect to h  are different at the range of 0.10 m ≤ A0 ≤ 0.25 m and at A0 =0.30 m shown in Fig. 
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11b, the time series of the free surface elevations at gauge G151 for various topographies inside the 
harbor excited by the LDN waves with A0=0.15 m and 0.30 m are presented in Fig. 13. When 
A0=0.15 m (Fig. 13a), the maximum runup is also jointly determined by the wave shoaling and the 
secondary crest. When h  decreases from 10.08 m to 7.50 m, the incremental effect of the wave 
shoaling is stronger than the attenuation effect of the secondary crest; the maximum runup shows 
an increase with the decrease of h . On the contrary, when h  decreases further from 7.50 m to 
5.23 m, the incremental effect of the wave shoaling becomes weaker than the attenuation effect of 
the secondary crest; the maximum runup shows a decrease with the decrease of h . For the 
smallest mean water depth (i.e., h =5.23 m), there exist three secondary crests in the time series of 
the free surface elevation, rather than just one secondary crest as for h =7.50 m. When A0=0.30 m 
(Fig. 13b), the attenuation effect of the secondary crest has become a decisive factor for the 
maximum runup inside the harbor. The smaller mean water depth causes a more obvious 
secondary crest or a larger number of secondary crests. Hence, the maximum runup inside the 
harbor gradually decreases with the decrease of h .   
     
4.3. Relative wave energy distribution and total wave energy inside the harbor 
4.3.1. Computational procedure for response amplitudes of different resonant modes 
As stated in Section 2.2, to analyze the relative wave energy distribution and the total wave 
energy inside the harbor during transient harbor oscillations, the NMD method is essential to be 
adopted. This section elaborates the specific computational procedure for the response amplitudes 
of different resonant modes by using the data analysis method. The time series of the free surface 
elevations at gauge G01 for the two cases in Groups C and H with A0=0.05 m are presented in Fig. 
14. Only the wave climates within the time period between t0 and t1 are utilized to separate the 
response amplitudes of various modes. t0 denotes the moment that the incident N-wave entirely 
propagates into the harbor from the open sea, and t1 refers to the moment that the reflected 
N-wave from the backwall starts to spread out of the harbor. It can be observed from this figure 
that the incident N-waves for both cases entirely propagates into the harbor at t0=135 s, and the 
reflected waves from the backwall start to spread out of the harbor at t1=350 s.  
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Fig. 14. Time series of the free surface elevations at gauge G01 for the two cases in (a) Group C 
and (b) Group H with A0=0.05 m.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 15. The simulated and the corresponding fitted free surfaces for the two cases in (a) Group C 
and (b) Group H with A0=0.05 m.  
 
Fig. 15 presents the comparison of the simulated and the corresponding fitted free surfaces 
for the two cases in Fig. 14. The former is directly obtained through the numerical simulations of 
FUNWAVE-TVD, while the latter is gained by the NMD method. The lowest forty modes are 
taken into consideration during fitting the simulated free surface. For both cases, there exists a 
good coincidence between the simulated and the fitted free surfaces. For the case in Group C with 
A0=0.05 m (Fig. 15a), the simulated free surface has a maximum rundown of -0.2319 m at x=1500 
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m and t=263.2 s and has a maximum runup of 0.2117 m at x=1500 m and t=220.0 s; at the 
identical position and the identical time, the fitted free surface has a maximum rundown of 
-0.2276 m and a maximum runup of 0.2018 m. For the case in Group H with A0=0.05 m (Fig. 15b), 
the simulated free surface has a maximum rundown of -0.2128 m at x=1500 m and t=228.7 s and 
has a maximum runup of 0.2311 m at x=1500 m and t=252.5 s; at the identical position and the 
identical time, the fitted free surface a maximum rundown of -0.2060 m and has a maximum 
runup of 0.2277 m.  
 
Table 3. Numerical fitting errors (NFEs) of the NMD method for all the cases with A0=0.01 m and 
0.05 m. 
A0 (m) 
Group 
A B C D E F G H I J 
0.01 0.43% 0.10% 0.19% 0.49% 0.01% 0.86% 0.15% 0.31% 0.31% 0.25% 
0.05 1.21% 1.53% 1.85% 1.96% 3.85% 2.01% 2.56% 3.19% 3.99% 4.22% 
 
Identical to Gao et al. (2017), considering the typicality and importance of the maximum 
rundown/runup, the numerical fitting error (NFE) of the data analysis method is defined as the 
maximum percentage error between the maximum values of the simulated and the fitted 
rundown/runup, namely, 
     d d d u u ufitted fittedmax , 100%NFE A A A A A A          ,  (16) 
where Ad and Au refer to the maximum rundown and maximum runup obtained by the numerical 
simulations, respectively; (Ad)fitted and (Au)fitted refer to the maximum rundown and maximum 
runup fitted by the NMD method, respectively. The NFE can directly embody the computational 
accuracy of the data analysis method in calculating the response amplitudes of different modes. 
The NFEs for these two cases in Groups C and H with A0=0.05 m are 1.85% and 3.19%, 
respectively. The NFEs for all the cases with A0=0.01 m and 0.05 m are further listed in Table 3. It 
is observed that the NFEs for all these cases are less than 4.30%, which assures the precise 
estimation of the response amplitudes of various modes. The calculated response amplitudes of 
various modes for all these cases will be presented in Section 4.3.2. 
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4.3.2. Relative wave energy distribution over various resonant modes 
 
 
Fig. 16. Relative amplitudes of the lowest forty modes inside harbors with various bottom profiles. 
(a) and (b) correspond to the incident LEN waves with A0=0.01 m and 0.05 m, respectively; (c) 
and (d) correspond to the incident LDN waves with A0=0.01 m and 0.05 m, respectively. 
 
To better present the relative wave energy distribution over various resonant modes, for all 
the twenty cases listed in Table 3, the response amplitude of each mode is normalized by the 
corresponding maximum response amplitude, and the normalized response amplitude is called as 
“relative amplitude”, i.e., 
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i
i
A
A i
A
  ,  (17) 
where Ai (i=1, 2,…, 40) denotes the response amplitude of the i-th mode. Fig. 16 demonstrates the 
relative amplitudes of the lowest forty modes for all the cases with A0=0.01 m and 0.05 m. It is 
clear that both the incident wave amplitude and the bottom profile inside the harbor have 
significant effects on the relative wave energy distribution. First, for the effects of the incident 
wave amplitude, it can be observed that when the incident wave amplitude is small (i.e., A0=0.01 
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m) (Fig. 16a and c), the overwhelming majority of the wave energy inside the harbor is 
concentrated in the lowest five modes, and only a very small fraction of the wave energy is 
distributed over the higher resonant modes. However, as the incident wave amplitude rises to 
A0=0.05 m (Fig. 16b and d), most of the wave energy is distributed among more modes. Hence, 
the wave energy distribution over various modes is inclined to become more uniform for the larger 
incident N-wave overall. Second, for the influences of the bottom profile inside the harbor, 
observing Fig. 16b and d can also find that when the incident wave amplitude equals A0=0.05 m, 
the proportion of the wave energy distributed over higher modes gradually increases with the 
decrease of the mean water depth inside the harbor, h . In general, the wave energy distribution 
over various modes also becomes more uniform as h  decreases.  
To better compare the uniformity of the wave energy distribution under different incident 
wave amplitudes and different bottom profiles and to further compare the wave energy 
distributions under different incident N-wave types (i.e., LEN and LDN waves), it is essential to 
further quantify the uniformity of the wave energy distribution inside the harbor. The coefficient 
of variance (CV) of the response amplitudes of the lowest forty resonant modes is adopted in this 
paper and is calculated as follows: 
 CV


 ,  (18) 
where 
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Obviously, the CV value can embody the deviation degree of the response amplitudes of various 
modes relative to their average value more directly, and the smaller CV value means the greater 
uniformity of the wave energy distribution over various resonant modes.  
Fig. 17 presents the CV values of the response amplitudes of the lowest forty modes for all 
the twenty cases shown in Fig. 16. Three obvious phenomena can be easily observed. First, for 
both the LEN and LDN waves, the CV value for the smaller incident wave amplitude is always 
shown to be significantly higher than that for the larger incident wave amplitude, which is 
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consistent with the qualitative finding in Fig. 16. Second, the CV value always decreases with the 
decrease of the mean water depth inside the harbor, h , regardless of the incident wave amplitude 
and the incident N-wave type. This is also in accord with the corresponding qualitative finding in 
Fig. 16. Third, for both the incident wave amplitudes considered here, the CV values of the LDN 
waves are consistently less than those of the LEN waves, which indicates that the uniformity of 
the wave energy distributions excited by the LDN waves is always greater than that excited by the 
LEN waves under condition of the same bottom profile. In addition, compared with the CV values 
of the LEN waves, the descent degree of the CV values of the LDN waves for the larger incident 
wave amplitude (i.e., A0=0.05 m) is remarkably higher than that for the smaller incident wave 
amplitude (i.e., A0=0.01 m). This indicates that the influencing degree of the incident N-wave type 
on the wave energy distribution inside the harbor closely depends on the incident wave amplitude, 
and the larger the incident wave amplitude is, the more obvious the influence of the incident wave 
type on the wave energy distribution becomes. It should be noted that, similar to the maximum 
free-surface elevation evolution in Section 4.1 and the maximum runup inside the harbor in 
Section 4.2, these differences between the wave energy distribution inside the harbor excited by 
LEN and LDN waves can also be attributed to their different waveform evolution characteristics 
revealed in Zhao et al. (2010) and Zhao (2011).   
 
 
Fig. 17. CV values of the response amplitudes of the lowest forty modes for all the twenty cases 
shown in Fig. 16.  
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4.3.3. Total wave energy inside the harbor 
Due to the fact that the wave climate inside the harbor is a linear superposition of various 
modes during the transient harbor oscillations induced by tsunamis (Gao et al., 2015; Sobey, 
2006), the total wave energy inside the harbor can be estimated by the following expression 
accurately:  
 
40
2
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1
2
i
i
E A

 .  (21) 
Fig. 18 demonstrates the total wave energy inside the harbor for all the twenty cases shown in Fig. 
16. There are two obvious phenomena that can be easily observed from this figure. First, the 
variation tendency of the total wave energy with respect to the bottom profile depends on the 
incident wave amplitude. When the incident wave amplitude is small (i.e., A0=0.01 m) (Fig. 18a), 
the total wave energy inside the harbor is shown to first increase and then decrease with the 
increase of the mean water depth inside the harbor, h , regardless of the incident N-wave type, and 
it always reaches the maximum value when 8.78 mh  . Equivalently, from the viewpoint of 
wave energy reflection inside the harbor, it means that the reflected wave energy first decreases 
slightly and then gradually increases with the decrease of the mean water depth. However, when 
the incident wave amplitude increases to A0=0.05 m (Fig. 18b), the reflected wave energy is 
shown to gradually decrease with the increase of h , and the total wave energy inside the harbor is 
shown to monotonously increase with the increase of h  correspondingly, no matter whether the 
incident waves are LEN or LDN waves. Second, it is clear that the variation curves of the total 
wave energy inside the harbor with the mean water depth for the LEN and LDN waves are very 
close to each other, especially when the incident wave amplitude is small.   
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Fig. 18. Normalized total wave energy inside harbors with various topographies for (a) A0=0.01 m 
and (b) A0=0.05 m. 
 
5. Conclusions 
In the present work, the transient harbor oscillations triggered by normally-incident LEN and 
LDN waves with various amplitudes inside elongated rectangular harbors with different bottom 
profiles are simulated by utilizing the FUNWAVE-TVD model. The effects of the variation of the 
bottom profile on the wave profile evolution, the maximum runup, the relative wave energy 
distribution and the total wave energy inside the harbor are first studied comprehensively. The 
results of this study will enhance the knowledge of the harbor resonance excited by the transient 
nonlinear long waves, such as tsunamis. 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of the present study: 
1. When the harbor has relatively larger mean water depth and is subjected to the LEN waves, 
the evolution of the maximum free surface elevation during the wave shoaling process inside 
the harbor agrees well with Green’s law regardless of the incident wave amplitude, except at 
the area where the incident and the reflected waves interact with each other near the backwall. 
For the harbor with relatively smaller mean water depth, the applicability of Green’s law 
becomes closely related to the incident wave amplitude; the larger the incident wave 
amplitude is, the smaller the valid spatial range of Green’s law becomes. When the harbor is 
exposed to the LDN waves, the evolution of the maximum free surface elevation during the 
wave shoaling process inside the harbor coincides well with Green’s law only for the 
relatively smaller incident wave amplitude, no matter whether the mean water depth inside 
the harbor is large or small. 
2. When the incident wave amplitude is small, the maximum runup inside the harbor is almost 
only determined by the incident wave amplitude, and the influences of both the incident 
N-wave type and the bottom profile inside the harbor seem to be negligible. However, as the 
incident wave amplitude becomes larger, the influences of the bottom profile inside the 
harbor on the maximum runup closely depend on both the incident wave type and the 
incident wave amplitude. 
3. The relative wave energy distribution inside the harbor tends to become more uniform as the 
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incident wave amplitude increases. The similar tendency is also observed as the mean water 
depth inside the harbor gradually decreases, regardless of the incident wave amplitude and 
the incident N-wave type. In addition, for identical incident wave amplitudes, the relative 
wave energy distributions excited by the LDN waves are more uniform than those triggered 
by the LEN waves.     
4. The variation tendency of the total wave energy inside the harbor with the bottom profile 
depends on the incident wave amplitude. When the incident wave amplitude is small (i.e., 
A0=0.01 m), the total wave energy inside the harbor first increases and then decreases with 
the increase of the mean water depth inside the harbor. However, when the incident wave 
amplitude increases to A0=0.05 m, the total wave energy becomes to monotonously increase 
with the increase of the mean water depth. In addition, the variation curves of the total wave 
energy with the mean water depth for the incident LEN and LDN waves are very close to 
each other, especially when the incident wave amplitude is small.     
Finally, we reaffirm that these conclusions are only valid for the elongated harbors, the types 
of the incident N-waves and the variation ranges of the incident wave amplitude and the mean 
water depth inside the harbor considered in this paper.  
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